Scrubber Dryers

BR 652/752/752C

Prices valid from: 111013

Revolutionary new deck system, superb
performance
The all-new BR 652/752 series of compact ride-on
scrubber/dryers from Nilfisk-Advance represents more
than just the latest models.
It represents a huge step forward in cleaning innovation.
In fact, a new benchmark has been set that puts these
magnificently designed and engineered units way ahead
of the competition.
Just look at the features. Super low noise level,
ergonomic and a compact design that allows these
machines to clean just about anywhere. Then there is
the EcoflexTM green-cleaning system that controls the
consumption of water, detergent and energy so
effectively that real savings can be gained without
compromising performance!
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New sliding deck concept; maximum comfort and
performance, minimum efforts and maintenance
New squeegee concept; a stable and reliable
squeegee for the best pick up performance
EcoflexTM system minimises the environmental impact
without compromising performance
New ergonomic steering wheel concept with all
working functions fully integrated
Patented automatic speed control that significantly
increases operator safety
Super compact design makes cleaning of restricted
space areas fast and easy
Low noise mode makes daytime cleaning and cleaning
of noise sensitive areas viable

And above all a totally new and patented scrubbing deck
concept. Everything can be done just moving the
steering wheel; as the machine turns, so too does the
deck. Together with the new “intelligent” squeegee which perfectly covers the scrubbing track without
leaving traces - the Nilfisk concept delivers superb
cleaning performance.
This solution is so efficient that side skirts are no longer
needed.
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